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A Hilbert bundle (p, B, X) is a type of fibre space p : B ---+ X such that 
each fibre p-‘(x) is a Hilbert space. However, p-‘(x) may vary in dimension 
as x varies in X. We generalize the classical homotopy classification theory 
of vector bundles to a “homotopy” classification of certain Hilbert bundles. 
An (m, n)-bundle over the pair (X, A) is a Hilbert bundle (p, B, X) such that 
the dimension of p-‘(x) is m for x in A and n otherwise. The main result here 
is that if A is a compact set lying in the “edge” of the metric space X (e.g. if X 
is a topological manifold and A is a compact subset of the boundary of X), then 
the problem of classifying (m, n)-bundles over (X, A) reduces to a problem 
in the classical theory of vector bundles. In particular, we show there is a 
one-to-one correspondence between the members of the orbit set, [A, G,(C”)]/ 
[X, U(n)] 1 A, and the isomorphism classes of (m, n)-bundles over (X, A) 
which are trivial over X \ A. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we shall deal with the classification of Hilbert bundles. 
In the representation theory of C*-algebras and locally compact 
groups, certain fibre spaces arise naturally, all of whose fibres are 
Banach spaces. Following Fell 18, p. lo]. we call these fibre spaces 
Banach bundles. When all the fibres are Hilbert spaces we call them 
Hilbert bundles. Banach bundles were first studied by Godement [lo, 
111, who introduced them in a technically different setting and applied 
them to the study of representations of locally compact groups. 
Through the work of Arens and Kaplansky [l, 13, 141, Fell [7, 81, 
Dixmier and Douady [3, 61, and Tomiyama and Takesaki [17, 181, 
the problem of classifying separable C*-algebras with continuous 
trace has been largely reduced to the problem of classifying Hilbert 
bundles. We say a Hilbert bundle is homogeneous of rank r if all of its 
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fibres have the same dimension r. Along with the results on the clas- 
sification of homogeneous Hilbert bundles of countably infinite rank, 
the classification of homogeneous C*-algebras of finite rank in terms 
of fibre bundles is complete. However, no attempt has been made so 
far to classify inhomogeneous Hilbert bundles. Here, we shall attack 
the problem of classifying inhomogeneous Hilbert bundles all of 
whose fibres are finite dimensional. The category of finite rank 
homogeneous Hilbert bundles over paracompact Hausdorff spaces is 
equivalent to the category of complex vector bundles. First, we shah 
generalize the classical homotopy classification theory of vector 
bundles to the inhomogeneous case. This will be applied to the 
problem of classifying Hilbert bundles which allow exactly two 
different fibre dimensions. If (X, A) is a pair of spaces, then by an 
(m, n)-bundle over (X, A) we mean a Hilbert bundle over X whose 
fibres have dimension m over points of A and dimension n > m over 
points of X\A. The main result will be that if X is a metric space 
and A is a compact subset of the “edge” of X, then the problem of 
classifying the (m, n)-bundles over (X, A) reduces to a problem in the 
classical theory of complex vector bundles, and, in particular, the 
members of 
[A, Gn(QY 
[X7 w+l IA 
are in natural one-to-one correspondence with the set of isomorphism 
classes of (m, n)-bundles over (X, A) which are trivial over X\A. Here 
G,(P) is the Grassmann manifold of m-planes in complex n-space, 
U(n) is the group of n x 12 unitary matrices, [A, G,(C)] is the set of 
homotopy classes of continuous maps from A to G,(P), [X, U(n)] jA 
is the image of the group homomorphism [X, U(n)] --+ [A, U(n)] 
defined by restriction, and the action of [X, U(n)] IA on [A, G,(Cn)] 
is induced by the natural action of U(n) on G,(P). This result is 
then applied to the classification of C*-algebras with continuous trace. 
As a special case, our main result gives a natural bijective correspon- 
dence from ~T~(G~(P)) onto the set of isomorphism classes of (m, n)- 
bundles over (D+l, 9) where as usual, Dr+l is the (r + I)-disc and 
ST the r-sphere. 
1. BANACH BUNDLES. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we introduce the notation we will use throughout and 
state some of the known results about Banach bundles which will be 
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used repeatedly [3, 5, 7, 8, lo]. Even though there are many good 
references for the elementary theory of fibre spaces, the treatment in 
[l l] or [12] is particularly .useful here. 
By a bundle or j&e space we mean simply a triple (p, B, X) where 
p: B + X is a continuous map. If 5 = (p, B, X) is a bundle, then as 
usual, p is called the projection of I, B the total space or bundle space 
of f, X the base space of [, and for each x E X, we call p-‘(x) the fibre 
of 4 over x. 
If t = (P, B, X) and k’ = (p’, B’, X’) are bundles then by a 
bundle map 9’: 5 -+ [’ we mean a pair of maps (h; f) = 9) such that 
B h B’ 
P 1 1 P' 
X f-+X 
is a commutative diagram of continuous maps, so that p’ - h = f * p, 
and in this situation we say that the bundle map v covet-s f or, by abuse 
of language, that h covers f. We say v = (h; f) is a strong bundle map 
if for each x E X, h takes the fibre of 6 over x homeomorphically onto 
the fibre of 6’ over f (x). We say q~: 5 --+ [’ over X if v covers idx , 
the identity map on X, in which case we frequently confuse ‘p with h. 
If g: Y -+ X is a continuous map, then we denote by g*(t) the 
pullback of f by g or the bundle induced by g and [ [12, 2.5.31, which is 
defined by the usual pullback diagram. As in [12, p. 181 we denote by 
(gc ; d: g*(t) + 5 th e canonical morphism of an induced bundle, 
which we shall simply refer to as the bundle map induced by g and [. 
Using the defining property of a pullback diagram we have the 
following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1.1 (factorization of bundle maps). If q~: 5 -+ T,I is a 
bundle map covering f: X -+ Y, if&f “(7) + 7 is the bundle map induced 
y 5 4=““,” there is a bundle map 8: .$ +f *(v) over X unique such that 
The bundles and bundle maps form a category a, with the obvious 
notion of composition of bundle maps and identity bundle map. For 
each space X, we have a subcategory g’(X) of bundles and bundle 
maps over X. If f: X -+ Y is a continuous map, then the inducing 
construction gives a covariant functor f *: 99(Y) --t 9(X), and if for 
each bundle 8 over Y, &(&f*(t) -+ 5 is the induced bundle map, 
then & : f* -+ idacu) is a natural transformation of functors [12, 
2.5.61. Moreover, ifg: Y -+ Z is also a continuous map, then we obtain 
natural identifications (g -f )* = f * - g* unique such that #g.f = 
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k? * 4, . g* via Proposition 1.1. We also have for 5 E g(Z), 
g*: X(0 - m*(5)) such that g*(r(s)) C r(g*(e)), where we denote 
by X(t) the set of all cross-sections of LJ and by r(t) the set of all con- 
tinuous cross-sections of f. The ambiguity of this notation is always 
cleared by context. We then have a commutative diagram 
taking into account the fact that (g *f)*(f) =f*(g*(t)). 
As usual, if e1 = (p, , B, , X,) and f, = (p, , B, , X,) are bundles, 
then we denote t, x 5, = (pi x p, , B, x B, , X, x X,), the product 
of 5, and t2 in the category 9. If [i and 5, are both bundles over X, 
if d: X -+ X x X is the diagonal map, then we define [I @ t2 = 
d*(f, x 5,) and call t1 @ t2 the Whitney sum, jbre product, or direct 
sum of f1 and [, , even though [i @ e2 is actually the product of f1 
and 5, in the category L@(X). W e will find it convenient to denote 
B, @ B, = (pi x p,)-l(d.), where d, is the diagonal in X x X, 
since B, @ B, can be naturally identified as the bundle space of 
f1 @ t2 with the projection of f, @ ta taking the obvious simple form. 
Properties of fibre products follow from properties of induced bundles 
and products via f1 @ tz = d*(t, x e2), where as computations are 
more easily performed in B, @ B, . 
If t = (p, B, X) and A C X, then we denote by 
the restriction of 5 to A. If i: A C X is the inclusion map, then we 
obtain a natural isomorphism of ,$ IA on i*(E) over A, via Proposition 
1 .l , so in the future we identify i*( 5) = f jA . 
If f = (p, B, X) and t’ = (p’, B’, X’), then we write E C [’ when 
X = X’, B C B’ (topologically), and p = p’ ja . If 
y = (h; id,): 5' - 71 = (q, 0,X), 
then we set y(f) = (q lhlB) , h(B), X), all in the category g(X). We 
call ~(5) the image of 5 under CJL 
DEFINITION 1.2 (Fell [7]). A Banach bundle is a bundle 5 = 
(p, B, X) with surjective open projection such that each fibre is the 
underlying set of a Banach space and 
(1) the map B @B --+ B, defined by addition in each fibre, is 
continuous, 
5WIS/3-3 
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(2) for each complex number h E C, the map B --+ B, which in 
each fibre is scalar multiplication by A, is continuous, 
(3) the map B -+ IL!, defined by the norm on each fibre, is 
continuous, 
(4) if (b,) is a net in B with p(b,) --+x and 11 b, /I -+ 0, then 
b, + O(x), the zero in p-‘(x), or equivalently, given W open in B 
with O(x) E W there is E > 0 and V open in X with x E V such that 
{v E B: p(v) E V, (I v jl < l } C W. 
It should be pointed out that although in [7] the Banach bundles 
are required to have Hausdorff bundle spaces, the requirement is 
unnecessary for our purposes, and unnecessary in any of the results 
of [7] which we shall refer to. From (4) of Definition 1.2 [7, Proposi- 
tions 1.1 and 1.31 it follows that on each fibre of a Banach bundle the 
topology inherited from the bundle space agrees with the norm 
topology, and also that the map C x B---t B, defined by scalar 
multiplication in each fibre, is continuous. 
We say q~: [ --f [’ is a Banach bundle map if y = (h; f) is a bundle 
map of Banach bundles covering a map f: X + Y such that for each 
x E X, h defines a linear map of the fibre of 5 over x into the fibre of 5’ 
overf(x). We say q~: 5 -+ [’ is a strong Banach bundle map if 9) is a 
Banach bundle map such that for each x E X, h defines a linear 
isometry of the fibre of 5 over x onto the fibre of 5’ over f (x). We write 
9): E s .$’ to say g, is an isomorphism in the category of Banach bundles 
and strong Banach bundle maps, covering the identity map. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. If ,!J is a Banach bundle over Y, ifg: X---t Y is a 
continuous map, if+: g*( [) ---t E is the bundle map induced by g, then g*( 5) 
has a Banach bundle structure unique such that $I is a strong Banach 
bundle map. 
Proof. This is an easy exercise in applying the definitions so far, 
so we leave details to the reader. 
It is immediate from Definition 1.2 that if [ is a Banach bundle 
then 0, the zero cross-section, belongs to r(s) and r(f) is a vector 
subspace of X(t). If 6 is a Banach bundle we define X,(t) to be the 
Banach space of bounded cross-sections, so X,(&J) is simply the L*- 
product of all the fibres of [. We set r,(t) = X,(l) n r(t). Fell has 
shown [7, Corollary 2 to Proposition 1.41 that r,(t) is always a Banach 
subspace of X,(f). If S 2 X(5) w  h ere f is a Banach bundle over Y, 
then we say S is full for 5 if for each y E Y, {s(y): s E S> = p-‘(y), 
the fibre of t over y. We say A _C r(e) is total for g if for each y E Y, 
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{s(y): s E A} spans a dense linear subspace of p-‘(y). We say 5 is full 
to mean that r(t) is full for f, in which case T,(t) is also full for 5, 
[71. As {s(y): s c W)) is always a Banach subspace of p-‘(y) 
[7, Proposition 1.51, if there is /l total for 5, then 5 must be full. 
We assume henceforth that all of our Banach bundles are full. 
As g*(S) is full for g*(e), where g is a continuous map into the base 
space of the Banach bundle e, it follows that the pullback of a full 
Banach bundle is full, i.e., is again a Banach bundle, in view of 
Proposition 1.3. In view of [7, Proposition 1.61 and [5, Chapter 1, 
Section 21 we can use results from [5, 8, lo] in terms of Banach 
bundles. A Banach bundle is said to be separable [5] if there is a 
countable total family for 5. 
From [5, Proposition 61 we have the following proposition which we 
state without proof. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. If 5 and t’ are Banach bundles over X, if 
F: 5 -+ 5’ is a strong Banach bundle map over X, then q~: 5 z E’. 
COROLLARY 1.5. If y: 8 -+ 7 is a strong Banach bundle map 
covering f: X -+ Y, if t,b: f *(q) -+ 9 is the bundle map induced by f, then 
there is 0: f z f *(q) unique such that # + l3 = F. 
Proof. Combine Propositions 1.1, 1.3, and 1.4. 
As we will have cause to use them over and over, we state the next 
two propositions due to Godement without proof, however, a nice 
proof of Proposition 1.6 is given in [5, p. 231. 
PROPOSITION 1.6 [9, 51. If 5 = (p, B, X) is a Banach bundle, 
ifs1 , s2 ,..., s,, E I’([), then the set of points x E X at which s,(x); s2(x) ,..., 
S*(X) are linearly independent form an open subset of X. 
PROPOSITION 1.7 [9, 51. Let e = (p, B, X) be a Banach bundle over 
the paracompact regular space X, let A be a closed subset of X, and 
s E I’([ iA). Then s extends to a member of r(t). 
We say .$ is a Banach subbundle of 7, written 8 2 7, if 5 and 7 have 
the same base space, if the bundle space of 5 is a subspace of the 
bundle space of q, and if the Banach bundle structure of E is obtained 
from q by simply restricting the projection, norm, and operations 
from 7 to e. If 5 and 7~ are any Banach bundles over the space X and if 
q: f--+q over X is a B n a ach bundle map which maps fibres onto 
closed subspaces of fibres, then with the obvious definition of q(E), 
q(E) is easily verified to be a Banach subbundle of 7 which we call the 
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image of ,$ under v. If [ is a Banach bundle over X and I’ is a vector 
subspace of r(t), then there is a subbundle 77 of t over X unique such 
that for each x E X, {S(X): s E F> is dense in the fibre of q over x. 
The simplest example of a Banach bundle is the product bundle 
over X with jibre F, 
E(X,F) = (proj, , X X F, X), 
where F is a Banach space. We say t is trivial over X with jibre F if 
fre(X,F). If 5 d an 71 are both Banach bundles over X and if there 
is an open cover @ of X such that for each U E S, f jr, z 7 ILI , then 
we say 6 and 7 are locally isomorphic. We say 5 is locally trivial with 
Jibre F if 5 and ,(X, F) are locally isomorphic. 
2. HILBERT BUNDLES 
In this section we define the notion of a Hilbert bundle and recall 
some results from [5] which we will need later. 
DEFINITION 2.1. We say .$ is a Hilbert bundle if < is a Banach 
bundle and each fibre of 6 with its norm is a Hilbert space. When 
dealing with Hilbert bundles we will replace “Banach” by “Hilbert” 
in all our terminology. Thus, a Hilbert bundle map is a Banach bundle 
map of Hilbert bundles. 
It is an immediate consequence of the polarization identity and the 
continuity of the norm and operations that if 6 = (p, B, X) is a 
Hilbert bundle, then the map B @ B --+ C given by the inner product 
in each fibre, is continuous. 
If H is a Hilbert space and X is any space, then E(X, H), the 
product bundle, is a Hilbert bundle. Obviously, if .$ is a Hilbert 
bundle over Y and f: X --f Y is a continuous map, then f *(f) is a 
Hilbert bundle, by Proposition 1.3. 
If E is a Hilbert bundle over X and q is a Hilbert bundle over Y, 
then .$ x r] is a Hilbert bundle over X x Y in a unique manner such 
that the fibre of .$ x v over (x, y) is the Hilbert sum of the fibre of 5 
over x and the fibre of r] over y. It follows that in case X = Y, 
8 0 17 = d*(5 x rl) is a Hilbert bundle (where d: X -+ X x X is the 
diagonal map). 
DEFINITION 2.2. We say .f is a homogeneous Banach bundle if all 
the fibres of .$ are pairwise isometrically isomorphic. We say 5 is an 
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m-bundle to mean f is a Hilbert bundle whose fibres all have dimension 
m, in which case we also say that 5 is homogeneous of rank m. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. If m is a positive integer and .$ is an m-bundle, 
then ( is locally trivial. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Corollary 1.5, 
Proposition 1.6, the continuity of the operations, and a pointwise 
application of the Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization process. 
From Proposition 2.3, it follows that the m-bundles for m finite are 
precisely the classical m-dimensional complex vector bundles with 
Riemannian metric, so that the category of m-bundles over para- 
compact Hausdorff spaces is equivalent to the category of m-dimen- 
sional complex vector bundles [12, 161. 
If 11 is a Hilbert space, then we denote by L??(H) the set of bounded 
linear operators on H, and we call P E L?(H) a projection if P = P2 = 
P”. We denote by gH the space of projections on H with the strong 
operator topology, so Y;I is a subspace of the product space HH. We 
can form •(.Y~ , H), the product bundle over .!YH with fibre H, and if 
we set 
then B C YH x H and B is the bundle space of a Hilbert subbundle 
of ~(9~ , H) called the universal bundle determined by H, which we 
denote by 1/~ [5, p. 2521. 
As it is of great importance here, we state the next result from [5] 
rather than merely refer to it. 
THEOREM 2.4 [5, p. 259, Theorem 4 and Corollary]. If c is a 
separable Hilbert bundle over the paracompact Hausdorff space X and if 
H is an in.nite dimensional Hilbert space, then there is a strong Hilbert 
bundle map QJ: 5 --+ yH . 
COROLLARY 2.5. If 5 is a separable Hilbert bundle over the para- 
compact HausdorfJ space X and if H is an infinite dimensional Hilbert 
space, then there is a continuous map f: X -+ 9H such that 8 z f *(yH). 
Proof. Combine Corollary 1.5 and Theorem 2.4. 
We, thus, see that gH is the logical candidate for the “classifying” 
space for Hilbert bundles. The important problem now is: given 
f, , fl : X -+ gH both continuous maps, to find necessary and 
sufficient conditions that f,,*(yH) z fi*(yH) in terms of fO , fi , X, and 
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9,, . We will solve this problem completely in the case where X is a 
metric space and the fibres have finite locally bounded dimension. 
The next proposition is often useful for verifying the continuity of 
certain cross-sections of a Hilbert bundle. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let 5 be a Hilbert bundle over X and s a cross- 
section of E such that 
(1) x 4 II 44ll is continuous on X, 
(2) for each s’ E F(t), the function x --+ (s(x) 1 s’(x)) is continuous 
on X. Then s is continuous. 
Proof. For each s’ E r(t) and x E X, 
II 44 - s’(x)II = [II WI2 + II s’(412 + 2 R+W I s’(~>I~/~ 
so that the real-valued function 
x - II 49 - ~‘(~>II 
is continuous on X. The continuity of s now follows from [5, Proposi- 
tion I]. 
3. CLASSIFICATION OF HILBERT BUNDLES 
In this section we show that Hilbert bundles over metric spaces 
having fibres of finite locally bounded dimension are classified by 
rank preserving homotopy classes of continuous projection-valued 
maps. 
If T is any space, then e(T) = (id= , T, T) is a trivial O-bundle over 
T, and it is convenient to write 
t x T = 4 x E(T), 
for f a bundle. We write I = [0, l] for the closed unit interval. For 
any t E T, we will use the symbol pL1 generically to denote for any 
space X, the map pt *: X + X x T defined by ptX(x) = (x, t). If 
6 = (p, 23, X) is a Banach bundle, then pta = (ptB; prX): E--f 5 x T 
is a strong Banach bundle map, which we also denote simply by pr , 
If 77, : 5 x T---t ,$ is the Banach bundle map defined by first factor 
projections covering 7~~ : X x T -+ X, then from Corollary 1.5 we 
have 5 x T G 7rl*([). W e need the following theorem from [3]. 
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THEOREM 3.1 [3, Theorem 71. If X is a paracompact Hausdorff 
space, if f is a Banach bundle over X x I, if f and p,,*(f) X I are 
locally isomorphic, then g‘ G p,,*(E) x I. 
Proof. As well as the proof given in [3], a very slick and elementary 
proof can be obtained by a straightforward generalization of a proof 
[12, proofs of 9.6. Theorem and two lemmas preceding 9.61 which 
uses an idea due to Milnor. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let X be a completely regular space and U an open 
subset of X, then 
(1) if to is a Banach bundle over U, then there is a Banach bundle 
5 over X unique up to g such that 6 jU = t0 and f lx,” is a O-bundle. 
(2) if E and 5’ are Banach bundles over X such that .$ Ixiv is a 
O-bundle and if q+, : .$ ) (r -+ 5’ / LI is a Banach bundle map over U, then there 
is 9: f -+ 5’ over X, a Banach bundle map with q 1” = v, if and only ;f 
there is an open cover % of X such that for each V E 4% there is a number 
r > 0 with I/ q+,(v)iI < r 11 v I/ whenever v is in a jibre over a point of 
Un V. 
Proof. (1) Let &, = (p, , B, , U), set 
B = &I u [(X\ U) x n-1, 
and definep: B-+Xby 
m = 1;“(b)’ b” ‘=“;p;, 0) E (X\U) x (0). 
Let r, = (s E r(&): support of s C U}. Since X is completely regular, 
I’,, is full for to . For each s E I’,, define %: X -+ B by 
s(x) = 
i 
g;,, 
XE u, 
XEX\U. 
Let p = {s: s E I’,). By [7, Proposition 1.61, it follows that there is a 
unique topology on B making 4 = (p, B, X) a Banach bundle with 
r C r(t). The uniqueness of 4 up to z follows from (2) so we proceed 
directly to the proof of (2). 
(2) Suppose t = (P, B, X), 5’ = (p’, B’, X), and cp = 
(h; idU): 5 ](, + 5’ IU . Let 
r = {s E r(f): support of s C u>. 
Since t lxiu is a O-bundle, there is 15: B -+ B’ unique such that 
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p’ * h = p, A is linear on fibres, and h lp-qV) = h. Clearly h . s E r(c) 
for s E r. (2) now follows directly from [5, Proposition 51, with q = 
(fi; id,), since then q ILi = y. 
DEFINITION 3.3. If 7 is a Hilbert bundle, then by the order of 7, 
denoted order (q), we mean the cardinality of {dim F: F is a fibre of 71. 
For instance if q is an m-bundle, then order (q) = 1. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let X be a metric space and [ a Hilbert bundle 
over X x I whose jibres are of Jinite, locally bounded dimension. Then 
( z po*(.$ x I ;f and onZy iff or each x E X, 5 j jrlx, is homogeneous. 
Proof. It is obvious that if 5 s pO*(.$) x I, then for each x E X, 
.$ /tZtx, is homogeneous, as 
Conversely, let us suppose that for each x E X, 5 / &lx1 is homogeneous, 
and let us write 6 = (p, B, X x 1). Using this fact together with the 
hypothesis that the function (x, t) --j dimp-l(x, t) is locally bounded 
on X x 1, we can assume, without loss of generality by virtue of 
Theorem 3.1, {dimp-r(x, t): (x, t) E X x I} is actually only a finite 
set of non-negative integers. Combining Proposition 2.3 and Theorem 
3.1, we see the proposition is true if order (5) is only 1. This is in fact 
the classical result. Proceeding by induction, we assume the proposition 
holds for any bundle 7 which is a Hilbert bundle over Y x I for Y 
any metric space and 7 having only finite dimensional fibres with 
order (7) < order (t), that is, if for each y E Y, q 1 tr,jx, is homogeneous, 
then 7 g p,,*(r)) x I. We now choose a fixed x E X. Since order 
(& 1 hlxr) = 1, as we just remarked, we can conclude .$ / tZjxr z 
(pO*([)ltZ~) x I, so f Iblx, is trivial. We set m = dimp-l(x, 0). We can 
then choose yr ,..., ‘ym continuous cross-sections of t 1~)~~ which are 
pointwise orthonormal on {xl x 1. Combining Propositions 1.6 and 
1.7, we may assume that there is V open in X x I with {x} x I _C V 
and that yr ,..., ‘ym are continuous cross-sections of < IV and linearly 
independent on V. Applying the Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization 
process pointwise, we may in fact assume that yr ,..., y* are pointwise 
orthonormal on V. Since I is compact, making V smaller if necessary, 
we may assume V = U x I, where U is open in X and x E U. Let fi 
be the subbundle of 5 lux, determined by yr ,..., ym so that at each 
point (y, t) E U x 1, the fibre of /3 over (y, t) is the subspace of 
P-‘(y, t) spanned by ydy, t),..., ym( y, t). Then /3 is an m-bundle over 
U xIand~CfIux,. It follows [5, Proposition 171 that we can write 
.$ lLIx, g /3 @ /3J- where ,!V is the orthogonal complement of /I in 
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5‘ l”Xl . Let A be the set of points of U over which p,,*@*) has a zero- 
dimensional fibre. Because /I is homogeneous and 5 j(u)x, is homoge- 
neous for y E U, it follows that for each y E U, /3’ l{ujxl is homoge- 
neous and A x I is exactly the set of points of U x I over which ,R” 
has zero dimensional fibres. It is also clear that x E A SO A is nonempty. 
By Proposition 1.6, A must be closed in U and W = U\A open in U, 
so W >( I is open in U x I. Now, flJ- iWx, has finite dimensional 
fibres, and by its construction, order (/?- IWxl) < order (c), so by our 
inductive hypothesis, 
As the fibres of /3” over points of (U x I)\,( W x I) = II x I are all 
zero-dimensional, by Lemma 3.2, ,& z p0*(/31) x I. On the other 
hand, as p is a trivial m-bundle over U x I, we have /3 z p0*(/3) x I. 
Putting these two facts together, we have 
5luxrrPOP 
= (Po”(B> x 0 0 (PO*(P) x 4 
= ~l*(Po*w) 0 %*(Po*(B’)) 
= ~,*(Po*(P 0 P’N 
24 (PO*63 x 1) IUXI > 
where n1 : X x I -+ X is the projection. Thus, t and p,,*(t) x I are 
indeed locally isomorphic and by Proposition 3.1, the proof is com- 
plete. 
COROLLARY 3.5 (covering bundle homotopy theorem). Let [ and 
7 be Hilbert bundles over X and Y, respectively. Assume X is a metric 
space and 5 has$bres ofjinite locally bounded dimension. If h: X x I + Y 
is a continuous map such that for each x E X, q lh((zlXI) is homogeneous, 
if p),, : .$ --+ 71 is a strong Hilbert bundle map covering h, = h . p,, , then 
there is #: 5 x I -+ 7 a strong Hilbert bundle map covering h with 
v, = 4J * PO . 
Proof. Examining the information given we obtain a commutative 
diagram 
t To 
Pa ..‘ 
+ ho%) 
/ 
/ 
?IJ/ 
i -‘-....-“----.+ [XI --,------H'-------- >Jl*(71) 
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with all the unnamed maps being induced bundle maps and their 
factorizations obtained via Corollary 1.5 and where the dotted arrow 
labeled H’: 6 x I s h*(q) can be found fitting in the diagram if and 
only if t/: t x 1-t 11, a strong Hilbert bundle map covering h with 
Q - PO = To 9 can be found (by Corollary 1.5). For each x E X, 
h*(q) lb.xl G h*(q Jh(fz.XI)) is homogeneous and, by Corollary 1.5, 
6 = h,*(q). Th is means that h*(q) has fib res of finite locally bounded 
dimension and we can apply Proposition 3.4 to obtain h*(q) e 
h,*(q) x I z 5 x I. We can now proceed just as in the classical case 
to obtain the desired H’: 5 x I E h*(q), by simply using functorial 
properties of pO*, in order to complete the proof. 
COROLLARY 3.6. If X is a metric space and 5 is a Hilbert bundle 
over Y, ifh:X x I -+ Y is a continuous map such that for each x E X, 
5 Ih({z}X,) is homogeneous, if h*(t) has $&es of Jinite locally bounded 
dimension,’ then for t E I 
Proof. h*(5) IIA~, = h*([ Ih((z.X,)), so Proposition 3.4 applies to 
give h*(t) g p,*(h*(Q) x I = (hpo)*(t) x I; hence, 
The following example due to Douady and Dixmier [3, Theorem 8, 
pp. 19 and 201 shows that in Proposition 3.4 we must require finite 
dimensionality of our fibres. Take X to be a metric space and 6 any 
separable Hilbert bundle over X, homogeneous of infinite rank. Let 
H be a separable infinite dimensional Hilbert space. There is a sub- 
bundle 17 of E(X x I, H) unique such that r) Ixxtol is the O-bundle and 
rl IXX(O.ll = 4X x (0, 11, w 
Set /3 = (I x I) @ 7. Then /I is a separable Hilbert bundle, homo- 
geneous of infinite rank, and pa*(p) g 5; whereas, for 0 < t < 1, 
[5, Theorem 41 
As 6 can be chosen to be nontrivial [5, Theorem 61, we see that ,13 
and po*(/3) x I cannot be isomorphic. 
In view of Corollary 2.5 and Proposition 3.4, we have now some 
chance of using the universal bundle to classify Hilbert bundles having 
finite dimensional fibres; we must find out when they are separable. 
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An example due to Douady shows that there are nonseparable Hilbert 
bundles over the unit interval which are homogeneous of countably 
infinite rank 115, p. 1401. This fact together with the next elementary 
proposition settles a question posed by Fell [7, page 171. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let 5 = (p, B, X) be a Banach bundle with X 
second countable, and assume that for each x E X, p-‘(x) isJinite dimen- 
sional. Then 5 is separable. 
Proof. For each nonnegative integer n, let 
X,, = (x E X: dimp-l(x) = n}. 
Using the second countability of X, and Proposition 1.6, we can find 
a countable open cover 9?/n of X, and for each U E en , a set r, Z r(k) 
of n cross-sections which are linearly independent on U. If we set 
A=6 UT, 
n=1 UB9Jn 
then /l is a countable total family for [. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let 5 be a Banach bundle over the paracompact 
Hausdorff space X and 55’ a countable collection of closed sets covering X 
such that for each A E V, 4 IA is separable. Then 5 is separable. 
Proof. By Proposition 1.7, for each A E %’ we can find II, C r(t) 
a countable family such that {s 1 A : s E /lA} is total for 5 IA . If we set 
then fl is a countable total family for t. 
LEMMA 3.9. Let [ = (p, B, X) be a Banach bundle over a para- 
compact Hausdorfl space, n a nonnegative integer such that all fibres of t 
have dimension n. Then 5 is separable. 
Proof. Let us agree to call 5 weakly trivial over A C X if we can 
find n linearly independent continuous cross-sections of f IA . Clearly, 
if 5 is weakly trivial over A 2 X, then f IA is separable, and if @ is a 
collection of pairwise disjoint open subsets of X over which 5 is 
weakly trivial, then f is weakly trivial over U {U: U E @}. Using 
Proposition 1.6 we can find an open cover 8 of X guch that [ is weakly 
trivial over each member of 8. As X is a paracompact Hausdorff 
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space, we can find a sequence 42’1 , %a , @a . . . such that each ei is a 
family of pairwise disjoint open subsets of X and (J& %i is an open 
cover of X refining a. For each i, set Ui = (J {U: U E %i}. We can 
then find a sequence IV,, IV,, IV, ,... of open subsets of X covering X 
such that for each i, the closure, mi , of IV, is contained in Ui . As 
I IF* is weakly trivial and, therefore, separable, Lemma 3.8 applies to 
tell us 5 is separable. 
PROPOSITION 3.10. Let [ be e Banach bundle over the metric space 
X, and assume that [ has only jini!e dimensional Fbres. Then .$ is 
separable. 
Proof. For each nonnegative integer n, set 
A, = {x: fibre of t over x has dimension < n}. 
By Proposition 1.6, each A, is closed, so for n > 1, A,\A,-, is a 
countable union of closed subsets of X. The proposition now follows 
from Lemmas 3.8 and 3.9. 
It will frequently be convenient to denote by h, the tth stage of the 
homotopy h: X x I -+ Y, h, = h * pcLI , and similarly if H: 5 x I -+ 7 
is a bundle map we write H, = H * pt : [ -+ v. 
PROPOSITION 3.11. Let t be a Hilbert bundle over X, H a Hilbert 
space, and yH the universal bundle determined by H (see Section 2). Let 
‘p,, , v1 ; [ ---t yH be strong Hilbert bundle maps covering f. and fi , 
respectively. Assume that for each x E X, fO(x) fi(x) = 0. Then there is 
#: E x I -+ yH a strong Hilbert bundle map with #,, = y0 and $I = q1 . 
Proof. Put 5 = (P, B, X), 3/~ = (p, BH , PH), y. = (& if,,), and 
q1 = (& ; fJ. Recall that yH is a Hilbert subbundle of ~(9~ , H), the 
product bundle over @H with fibre H, We can, thus, find continuous 
maps go , gl : B + H such that go = (fO - P, gd and i?i = (fi * P, g,) 
as maps into 9 H x H. Because y,, and p)i are strong Hilbert bundle 
maps we have 
(4 for each v E By II go(v)11 = II v II = II gdv>ll, 
(b) for each x E X, g,, I+(2) and g, Ip-l(x) are linear maps into H 
with ranges f,(x)H and f,(x)H, respectively. 
Thus, for each x E X, g,, Ip-l(r) and g, 19-1(x) define isomorphisms onto 
their respective images which are closed subspaces of H orthogonal to 
each other (sincefo(x) fl(x) = 0). Define G: B x I+ H by 
(-&, q = (1 - t>gow + &W ((1 - t)2 + ty ’ (w, t) E B x I. 
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From (a) and (b) and the hypothesisf,(x)f,(x) = 0, we can conclude 
(aa) for each (v, t) E B x I, j/ G(v, t)lj = jj 2’ //, 
(bb) for each (x, t) E X x I, G Il,-l(z)x(f) is a linea rmap into H. 
It follows from (aa) and (bb) that G jp-l(z)X(tt is an isomorphism 
onto some closed subspace of H. We can, thus, define a map h: 
X >i I ---f YH by h(x, t)H = G(p-r(x) x {t}) so h(x, t) is the projection 
in P,, with range G(p-r(x) x (t)). We claim that h is continuous. 
Since PH has the strong operator topology and is, thus, a topological 
subspace of H H, it suffices to show that for any z’ E: H, the function 
(x, t) + h(x, t)v is continuous from X x I to H. First, fix TJ E H. If 
we choose x’ E X and an orthonormal basis (ea)acR for p-l(x), then for 
any t E 1, (G(e, , t)jnsA is an orthonormal basis for 
so that 
GWW x It>) = 4x, W, 
h(x, t>n = 1 (v I G(e, , t)) G(e& , t). 
&GA 
Expanding this last equation using the definition of G, and using the 
facts that G, = g, , G, =g,, h, =fO, h, =fi , we obtain 
0 - Q2 4x, lb = (1 _ q2 + t2 0 f (x)v + (1 _ :i2 + t2 flG+ 
t(l - t, I- (1 - t)“+ t2 kO(kl I ,-l(,,WiW + gdko I,,-1(,,rfoc+)l. 
Since the maps x -ffJx) z, and x +fr(x)z~ are continuous maps of X 
into H, and g, , g, are continuous maps of B into H, in order to show 
(x, t) -j h(x, t)a is continuous, it suffices to show that the functions of 
X into B, x ---t (g, jp-1(2))-1f0(x)zt and x -+ (gi ip-l(t))-lfi(~)~ are 
continuous. Let i = 0 or 1 and set f = fi , g = g, . Let us denote by 
s: X + B the map s(x) = (g /P-l(z.)-lf(~)~. Obviously, s is a cross- 
section of 5 and for x E X, 11 s(x)ll = I\f(x)~ jl so that x -+ (1 s(x)11 is a 
continuous real-valued function on X. For any s’ E T(f) and x E X 
we have 
so that the complex-valued function x -+ s(x) I s’(x)) is continuous 
on X. 
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Thus, by Proposition 2.6, s is continuous and this completes the proof 
of continuity for h: X x I - 9’H . Now define 
by G = (h . (p x id,), G). Then # = (G; h): 5 x I -+ yH is a strong 
Hilbert bundle map with I,& = v0 and & = vi . 
If H is a Hilbert space, we denote by a!(H) the group of auto- 
morphisms of H with the strong operator topology. 
PROPOSITION 3.12. Let X be a metric space and A a subset of X. 
Let 6 be a Hilbert bundle over X all of whosejbres are Jinite dimensional. 
Let H be a separable in..nite dimensional Hilbert space, yH the universal 
bundle determined by H. Let us further assume that every continuous 
map of A into S(H) is extendable over X. Then, for any strong Hilbert 
bundle map q: 5 iA - yH there is a strong Hilbert bundle map z/k f - yH 
with $ IA = q~. 
Proof. Let yHI be the subbundle of ~(9~ ; H) whose bundle space 
is {(P, v) E 9;i x H: Pv = 01. Then ~~1 is a Hilbert subbundle of 
~(9~ ; H) which is also the orthogonal complement of yH , so 
yJf 0 YHL = l (PH ; H). The map (P, v) -+ (1 - P, v) defines a strong 
Hilbert bundle map of ~(9~ ; H) onto itself carrying y& on yH and 
covering the map 1: YH --+PH given by L(P) = 1 -P, PEAR, 
hence yHI z l*(yH). The bundle map 9 covers a continuous map 
f:A+gH, so we obtain 19, : 5 jA rf *(yH) unique such that 
J - 4 = y, where f: f *(yH) - yH is the bundle map induced by f. 
As 1 . f has as values only projections of finite codimension, it follows 
[5, Corollary 1 of Theorem 31 that f*(yH-L) G (_L *f )*(yH) s E(A; H). 
Choose & : <(A; H) rf*(y&). Set 0 = 0i @ 8a, so 8: 
8: if j/j @ E(A; H) s f*(m) Of*(yk) = 4.4 HI, 
sincef *(YH) Of *(rk) =f *(YH 0 ~2) =f *(V,, ; H)) = 4A; H). 
On the other hand, as ,$ is separable by Proposition 3.10, from [5, 
Theorem 43 we can choose 6: .z(X; H) s f @ ,(X; H). Now, 6 * (6 IA) 
is an automorphism of E(A; H), so we can find g: A -+ G?(H) a 
continuous map such that 0 * (6 j,J (x, v) = (x, g(x)v), (x, v) E A x H, 
where the continuity of g is immediate from that of 0 * (6 jA) and the 
fact that S?(H) has the strong operator topology. By hypothesis, we 
can extend g over all of X obtaining a continuous map g: X --+ e(H) 
such that g IA = g. As 9(H) is a norm bounded set of operators, the 
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evaluation map s’(H) X H ---f H is continuous, so we can define an 
isomorphism 8, : E(X; H) s E(X; H) by 
08(X, v) = (x, g(x)v), (x, V)EX XH, 
then 0a 1 A = 6 * (6 iA). W e now set 0 = 0a * 6-l, so 8: 6 @ E(X; H) EZ 
E(X; H) with 19 IA = 8. The trivialization 8 then defines in the obvious 
manner a strong Hilbert bundle map 4: 5 -+ ?/H such that # IA = cp. 
Let X be a space and H a Hilbert space. We denote by V the 
supremum operation in the lattice of projections, YH , and iff: X --GH 
we denote Pr = V{f( x : x E X}. We denote by rank(f) the function ) 
x -+ rank( f (x)) = dim( f (x)H). We say the continuous map 
h:X>:I-+.CFk is a D-homotopy provided for each x E X, rank(h) is 
constant on {x> x I. We say f. , fi : X -+ gH are D-homotopic if there 
is a D-homotopy h: X x I -+ YH with h, = f,, and h, = fi . D- 
homotopy, thus, defines an equivalence relation on the set of con- 
tinuous maps from X to 9H . We say f: X + gk has finite rank to 
mean rank(f) has only finite values, and we say f has locally bounded 
rank to mean f has finite rank and rank(f) is locally bounded. We say 
H is a classifying Hilbert space for X if for any pair of continuous maps 
f, g: X -+ 9;I having finite rank the projection 1 - (Pr V P,) has 
infinite dimensional range. 
THEOREM 3.13. Let X be a metric space and H an infinite dimensional 
Hilbert space which is either separable or a classifying Hilbert space for X. 
Then the correspondence g --+g*&) sets up a bijective correspondence 
from the set of D-homotopy classes of continuous maps g: X -+ 9, 
having locally bounded rank onto the set of isomorphism classes of Hilbert 
bundles over X having fibres of finite locally bounded dimension. 
Proof. By Corollary 3.6, Proposition 3.10, and Corollary 2.5, the 
correspondence of the theorem’s conclusion is indeed well defined and 
surjective, so it only remains to show that the correspondence is 
injective. Suppose g, , g, : X--+ 9’H are continuous maps having 
locally bounded rank with g,,*(yH) s gl*(yH). We must show that g, 
and g, are D-homotopic. Let 5 = go*b), 0: 5 s g,*bk); let 
~a : [ -+ ?/H be the bundl e map induced by g, , pi’: gl*(YH) --+ yH that 
induced by g, , and put q1 = yl’ . 8: .$ -+ yH . Then v,, , y1 : [ -+ yH 
are strong Hilbert bundle maps covering g, and g, , respectively. If H 
is a classifying Hilbert space for X, then there is a projection P E 9;i 
with infinite dimensional range such that PPQ, = 0 = PPB, , and, 
hence, by Corollary 2.5 and Proposition 3.10 we can find a strong 
Hilbert bundle map p)a : 6 --+ yH covering a map g, : X --+ 9’H such 
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that for each x E X, gs(x) go(x) = 0 = ga(x)gr(x). Two applications 
of Proposition 3.11 now give a strong Hilbert bundle map 
+: c X I-+ yH with &, = q+, and & = q+ , which then covers a 
D-homotopy h: X x I -+ 9’H with h, = g, and h, = g, . On the other 
hand, if His separable, we set A = X x (0) u X x (1) so A 2 X x I. 
AS 9(H) is contractible [5, Lemma 31, every continuous map of A into 
e(N) is extendable over X x 1. Putting CJ+, and ?I together, we obtain 
a strong Hilbert bundle map q: (f x I) IA -+ yH , so by Proposition 
3.12, there is a strong Hilbert bundle map z/r: 6 x I--+ 3/H with 
*o = To and #r = vr, and again, ZJ covers a D-homotopy 
h: X x I -+ gH with h, = go and h, = g, . Thus, our correspondence 
is indeed bijective and the proof is complete. 
PROPOSITION 3.14. Suppose that X is a separable metric space and 
H is a Hilbert space which is not separable. Then H is a classzfying space 
for x. 
Proof. For any continuous map f: X -+ 9H having finite rank, the 
range of Pt is separable. To see this, put (p, B, X) =f *(yH). By 
Proposition 3.10, f*(yH) is separable so B is second countable hence 
separable (in fact by [5, Theorem 43 we can imbed B in X X K 
where K is separable infinite dimensional Hilbert space). The bundle 
mapf *(y,) + yM induced by f defines a continuous map h: B - H 
such that for each x E X, h(p-l(x)) is the range off(x). Now, if B, is 
any countable dense subset of B, then the range of Pr is the smallest 
closed subspace of H containing h(B,) and is, thus, separable. 
4. TENSOR PRODUCTS OF HILBERT BUNDLES 
The main object of this section is to develop the theory of tensor 
products of Hilbert bundles and apply this theory to show that certain 
Hilbert bundle maps are extendible. 
If .$r = (p, , B, , X) ,..., 6, = (p, , B, , X) are all Hilbert bundles 
over X and if for each integer j, 1 < j < m, we are given 
then for x E X, 
($),..,, s,!“) E r(&) x *.- x q&J, 
m (1) I1 c sj (x)  @ * * .  j-1 @ p(X) (j 
= i j$ ($‘(x) 1 s:)(x)) * * * (sd”‘(x) Ip(x)) 
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so that x --t /I z7-r s:)(x) @ .** @ s?‘(x) I/ is a continuous real-valued 
function on X. Applying [7, Proposition 1.61, we see there is a Hilbert 
bundle 4 = (p. , B, , X) over X, unique such that for each x E X, 
&l(x) = p;‘(x) @ *** @p;‘(x), and for each 
( Sl ,.*., Sn) E qt,) x ... x qt,), 
the function x + Q(X) @ -0. @ s,(x) is a continuous cross-section of 5, 
which we denote henceforth by si @ ... @ s, . 
DEFINITION 4.1. We define t1 @ 0.1 @ [, = 5 and call 
51 0 ... 0 5, 
the tensor product of t1 ,..., 5,. It will be convenient to denote by 
B, @ ... @ B, the bundle space of the Hilbert bundle 5, 0 *.* @ f, , 
and we will usually denote by p, the projection of [i @ *.a @ E, . 
Clearly {sr @ a** @s, : (si ,..., SJ E r(f,) X a.* >( r(<,)} is a total 
family for f1 @ ..* @ ,!J, . 
DEFINITION 4.2. If t1 ,..., 6, and rl are Hilbert bundles over X, 
thenwesayy: f1 @*.* @.!J, + 7 is a multilinear bundle map if y is a 
bundle map over X such that for each x E X, 93 defines a multilinear 
map of the fibre of 5, @ -0. @ E, over x into the fibre of 7 over x. 
WedenotebyT:~,O...O~,~5, 0e.m @&themap$ui,...,F,) = 
v1 @ -.. 0 vn, (vl ,..., v,) E B, @ a.. 0 B, . 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let 5, ,..., 5, , and r] be Hilbert bundles over X 
andv: t1 @ *** @ 5, + 7) a multilinear bundle map. Then 
(1) 7: f1 @ *a* @ 5, -+ [, @ .a*@ c, is a multilinear bundle map, 
(2) if 51 ,.‘., [, have fibres ofJinite locally bounded dimension, then 
there is a Hilbert bundle map +: [I @ ... @ .f, + 9 unique such that 
Cjj07= F. 
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of the definition of a 
Banach bundle that if s E r(p), /3 = (q, E, Y) a Banach bundle, 
x E Y, b = s(x), then (TE(s) n q-l( I’): E > 0, s E V open in Y> is a local 
basis at b E E, where we denote by T,(s) the E-tube around s, T,(s) = 
{v E E: II v - s(q(v)) II < + 
SupposeWisopeninB, @.a* @B,and(b,,...,b,)EB1@*.*@B, 
with T(b, ,..., b,) = b, @ a.* @ b, E W. Let x =p,(b,) = ..* =p,(b,). 
Choose (sl ,..., s,) E F([,) x *a* x F([,) with (sl(x),.., S%(X)) = 
(h ,..., b,). Then we choose E > 0 and U open in X with x E U such 
5wx5/3-4 
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that T,(s, @ *** 0 sn) n p-,‘(U) _C W. Since norms are continuous, 
making U smaller if necessary, we can find a number M > 1 such that 
for any i < n and y E U, (1 sz( JJ)/] < AK We can apply norm continuity 
in each Bi to obtain Wi open in B, with bi E W, such that for any 
‘u E Wi , 11~1 ]I < M. By again making U smaller if necessary, we can 
find 6 > 0 with 6 < •tz-~M~-~ such that for each i, 
so it is only notation to assume W, = T,(sJ n p;‘( U). V = 
(W, x -a- x W,) n (B, @ **. @B,) is open in B, @ .** @B, and 
contains (b, , b, ,..., b,). If (vi ,..., r~,) e V with y = p,( wi) = . ** = 
P,(G), then 
II +I ,“., v,) - (s, 0 --* @ &J(y)/1 < nM--18 < E, 
by a telescoping sum; hence, T(V) C W and (1) is proved. 
If HI )..., H, and K are Hilbert spaces and m is a positive integer 
such that each Hi has dimension < m, if A: HI x *a- x H, -+ K is a 
multilinear map and A: HI @ =** @ H, -+ K is the unique factoriza- 
tion of h through the tensor product, then 11 A ]I < Ij A I] (mn)l12. 
Employing this fact and [S, Proposition 51 we can prove (2) by a 
technique similar to that used to prove (1). We leave the details to the 
reader. 
It is a routine matter to check that iff: X --F Y is a continuous map, 
if t1 ,..., t, are Hilbert bundles over X, q1 ,..., qn are Hilbert bundles 
over Y, if for each i, v’i : & -+ Q is a Hilbert bundle map coveringf, 
then there is a Hilbert bundle map pli 0 *a* @ qn : El @ a**@ & -+ Q 
@ *a. @ rln also covering f. Consequently, if for each i, & = f *(vi) 
and vi : f *(Q) -+ 7i is the bundle map induced by f, then we have an 
identification f *(vl @ .*a@ 7,) = f *(vi) @ .‘* @f *(vn) unique such 
that 
is the bundle map induced by f (See Corollary 1.5). In particular if 
XC Ywehave 
If [ is a Hilbert bundle over X, then we denote by [* the Hilbert 
bundle such that for each x E X, the fibre of f+ over x is the conjugate 
of the fibre of 6 over x, so t* has scalar multiplication (A, V) + XV and 
inner product (u, w) -+ (V 1 U) = (U 1 v)* . 
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If .$ = (p, B, X) and 7 = (Q, B’, X) are Hilbert bundles over X 
having fibres of finite locally bounded dimension, then by Proposition 
4.3 we have a Hilbert bundle map X: [+ @ 7 @ 5 -+ q unique such 
that for any (zll , va , vJ E B @ B’ @ B we have h(v, @ ~a @ ~a) = 
(v3 I 4 v2 * If s E T(t, @ q), then for each x E X we can associate to 
s(x) the linear map 0($(x)): p-‘(x) -+ q-l(x) given by the natural 
equivalence 8: p-‘(x), @p-‘(x) -+ Hom(p-l(x), q-l(x)). We, thus, 
obtain a function l?(s): B --t B’ with 4 0 0(s) = p and such that 19(s) is 
linear on fibres. If t E I’(f), then 8(s) o t = h o (S @ t), so from the 
continuity of s and [5, Proposition 53 we have a bundle map 19(s): 5 + 7. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let X be a paracompact Hausdorff space and A a 
closed subset of X. Let 8 and 7 be Hilbert bundles over X having locally 
bounded$nite$bre dimensions, with 5 IA homogeneous. If y: 8 IA -+ 7 IA 
is any Hilbert bundle map over A, then there is a Hilbert bundle map 
I/J: e -+ 7 over X such that zj IA = y. 
Proof. We can find a cross-section s of (6 1 J* 0 (q IA) such that 
for each x E A, @(s(x)) is the restriction of v to the fibre of .$ over x. 
If x E A we can find U open in A containing x and n continuous point- 
wise orthonormal cross-sections of 5 Iu , e, , e2 ,..., e, , where n is the 
rank of 5 j A . As s Iu = xyG1 ei @ (y 0 e,), we see that s is continuous 
and O(s) = v. By Proposition 1.7 or [5, Proposition 71, there is 
f E r(E* 0 r)) with f IA = s, since (f IAL 0 (7) IA) = (5, 0 rl) IA. If 
we set 4 = O(s), then +: E -+ q is a Hilbert bundle map over X and 
* I.4 = v- 
5. THE MISSING PIECE OF AN(m, n)-BUNDLE 
If X is a space, if X0 , Xi ,..., X, are pairwise disjoint subsets of X 
covering X, if mO , m, ,..., m, are integers with 
0 < m, < m, < --a < m, , 
and if .$ is a Hilbert bundle over X such that for each i, < Ix, is an 
m,-bundle, then we call f an (m, , m, ,..., m,)-bundle over 
(X; XII 9 Xl 3.*a, X,). Necessarily, X0 , X0 u Xl ,..., X, u es+ u X,-, 
are closed subsets of X, by Proposition 1.6. If X is completely regular 
and B =u[UEoXk x C ‘Q, then B is the bundle space of a subbundle 
of E(X, Cm,) called the elementary (m, , m, ,..., m,)-bundle over 
(X; &I , Xl ,*-a, X,). Using the fact that if X is a separable metric 
space with dim X < n then every continuous map of a closed subset 
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into the n-sphere extends over X along with Propositions 1.6, 1.7, 
2.3 and 3.2, we can show that if dim X < 1, then every 
(m, , ml ,..., m,)-bundle over (X; X,, , Xi ,..., X,) is isomorphic to the 
elementary bundle. As H2(Y) (integral Cech cohomology )can be 
identified as the set of isomorphism classes of complex line bundles 
over the paracompact Hausdorff space Y, and since C”\(O) is homotopic 
to the 3-sphere, we have the same conclusion if we only assume 
dim X < 3, but require that each H2(Xi) = 0. Thus, the simplest 
example of a nonelementary bundle is found by taking 
(x; x, , Xl ,.S’, X,) = (03; S2, Int 03), 
where D3 is the unit ball in Rs and S2 is the 2-sphere. We are, thus, 
naturally led to the study of Hilbert bundles over a manifold which 
allow exactly two different fibre dimensions and where the lower 
dimensional fibres all lie over points of the boundary, in other words 
the study of (m, n)-bundles over (X; A, X\A) where in some sense 
A lies in the edge of X. 
As usual, by a pair (X, A) we mean a space X with A C X. To 
simplify notation, we say 8 is an (m, n)-bundle over (X, A) to mean .$ 
is an (m, n)-bundle over (X; A, X\A). In the remainder of this paper, 
our aim is to show that if X is a metric space and A is a compact set 
lying in the edge of X (see Definition 5.1), then the (m, n)-bundles 
over (X, A) can be classified up to z by means of classical invariants 
(see Theorems 6.6 and 7.2). 
In this section we make precise the notion of A 2 X lying in the 
edge of the space X, and show that when A is a compact set lying 
in the edge of the metric space X, every (m, n)-bundle over (X, A) is a 
Hilbert subbundle of some n-bundle over X. 
If we take H = C”, complex n-space, then we define G,(F) to be 
the subspace of LZJ’~ consisting of rank m projections. Then G,(F) is 
naturally identified as the Grassman manifold of m-planes in complex 
n-space and is a compact smooth 2m(n - m)-manifold. If 3/X is the 
universal bundle determined by the Hilbert space H = C”, then we 
define ymn = (YH) I c,(W Y so Ymn is an m-bundle over GVIL(Cn). 
DEFINITION 5.1. If (X, A) is a pair of spaces we say A lies in the 
edge of X if every neighborhood of A contains a neighborhood N of 
A such that the inclusion map i: (N\A, N\A) C (N, N\A) is a homo- 
topy equivalence. 
It is an immediate consequence of the collaring theorem for 
topological manifolds [2] that if X is a finite dimensional topological 
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manifold with boundary ax, if A is a compact subset of 8X, then A 
lies in the edge of X. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let (X, A) be a metric pair with A a compact set 
lying in the edge of X. If .$ is an (m, n)-bundle ouer (X, A), then 5 is 
isomorphic to a subbundle of some n-bundle over X. 
Proof. 5 ( A is an m-bundle over the compact set A. For sufficiently 
large k, we can find a strong Hilbert bundle map v: c jA -+ Y,,(~ 
covering a continuous map f: A -+ G,JC), by [12, 5.81 and [16, Part 1, 
Section 51, so ZJ In z f *(yTTik), by Proposition 1.5. As G,(@) is a 
compact smooth manifold and can be imbedded in a Euclidean space, 
the tubular neighborhood theorem allows us to extend f to a continuous 
map of some neighborhood U of A into G,,,(Ck). We can, thus, obtain 
a continuous map g: U - G,,,(Ck) with g IA = f. Set /3’ = g*(r,?,“). 
Then p’ / ,$ g 5 IA so we can find C,U: /3’ 1 A z ,$ ( A . By Proposition 4.4 
there is #‘: ,Y + 5 IV a Hilbert bundle map over U with #’ IA = 9. 
Then z,!J’(~‘) is a Hilbert subbundle of ,$ 1” , and the fibres of +‘(/3’) all 
have dimension <m. By Proposition 1.6, the set of points of U over 
which $‘(/3’) h as an m-dimensional fibre is open in U and clearly 
contains A. Thus we can find a neighborhhod V of A with #‘@I’) 1 V an 
m-bundle which is a Hilbert subbundle of 5 1 V . Set /3 = #‘(/3’) 1 V , 
Since A lies in the edge of X we can, by making V smaller if necessary, 
assume that the inclusion map i: (V\A, V\A) C (V, V\A) is a homo- 
topy equivalence. Then the inclusion y\A C V is a homotopy equiv- 
alence also. Let y be the orthogonal complement of ,8 in 5 1 y , so 7 is 
a (0, n - m)-bundle over (V, A) and, by [5, Proposition 171, the 
addition map gives 5 1 V g /!I @ y. As y / v,a is an (m - n)-bundle over 
V\A and the inclusion V\A C V is a homotopy equivalence, there is 
an (n - m)-bundle 7 over V with 7 1 v,a s y j v,a . By Proposition 3.2 
there is a unique bundle map 9): y + 7 such that C+Y 1 r,,A is the iso- 
morphism y ~ V\A = r V\A . PutX=fi@yand 
$=id~@q:p~y-+p@‘Y =A. 
AsPOyr51 V we can obtain a Hilbert bundle map $: [ i V -+ h such 
that on each fibre $ is an injective linear isometry. Thus, $(< IV) is a 
Hilbert subbundle of h and 4 defines an isomorphism t / V E I,&( / V). In 
particular, $ 1 V\A : t 1 V\a = hiV\A . As A is closed and V u (X\A) = X 
we can use the usual pasting construction [l 11 or [5, Proposition 91 to 
paste together the two n-bundles .$ IX,A and h by means of the isomor- 
phism $ / v,A . We can then obtain an n-bundle r] over X and iso- 
morph.!sms 6, : h g 77 Iy and GxiA : 5 lx,,A E 7 lxLA , such that 
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(8~ I v&l 0 (Qx\a I “\A) = 16 I V,A . We can then define 6: f -+ 77 unam- 
biguously by requiring that 6 lx,,,, = QIX,A and 6 j V = 6, o 4. Then 
S(t) is a Hilbert subbundle of the n-bundle 7, and 6 defines an iso- 
morphism 4 g S(l) _C 7. 
EXAMPLE 5.3. Let X be a paracompact Hausdorff space, A a 
closed subspace of X, 17 an n-bundle over X and p an m-bundle over A 
with p-C7 IA. For definiteness, write ,q = (p, B, X) and /3 = 
(p, , B, , A). Set B, = B, u p-l(X\A) C B and p1 = p le, : B, -+ X. 
For x E X, 
p;‘(x) = ];$I”;’ XEA 
x, x E X\A. 
Thus, to see that 5 = (p, , B, , X) is a Hilbert subbundle of q it 
suffices to show that for each b E B, we can find s E p(v) with 
b E s(X) C B, . If b up-l(X\A) we simply choose s E T(T) with support 
in X\A and s(p(b)) = b. If b E B, , we can find s E r(p) with b E s(A) 
and by Proposition 1.7 we can extend s to s’ E r(q) with s’ IA = s, to 
get, b E s’(X) C B, . Thus, 5 is an (m, n)-bundle over (X, A) and 5 _C v. 
DEFINITION 5.4. We call the Hilbert bundle [ of Example 5.3 the 
(m, n)-subbundle of q dejined by /3 over (X, A). 
According to Theorem 5.2, if (X, A) is a metric pair and A is a 
compact set lying in the edge of X, then every (m, n)-bundle over 
(X, A) is an (m, n)-subbundle of some n-bundle. Thus, if [ is an 
(m, n)-bundle over (X, A), then we can find an n-bundle 7 over X 
with 4 C 7. We set /3 = 5 IA and ,3’ = ([ I,#-, the orthogonal com- 
plement of /3 in 17 IA . Then /3’ is an (n - m)-bundle over A which we 
can think of as the missing piece of E. We will show that the iso- 
morphism classes of /3, ,61, and 7 are determined by the isomorphism 
class of t. We must first make some observations about Definition 5.1. 
LEMMA 5.5. If U C X and i: (U, U) C (X, U) has a right homotopy 
inverse, then i is a homotopy equivalence. 
Proof. The reader can easily check that any right homotopy inverse 
for i is also a left homotopy inverse for i. 
LEMMA 5.6. Suppose A C X and i: (X\A, X\A) C (X, X\A) is a 
homotopy equivalence. Set Y = X x I and B = A x [3, g]. Then 
j: (Y\B, Y\B) C (Y, Y\B) is a homotopy equivalence. 
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Proof. There is r: (X, X\A) -+ (X\A, X\A) a homotopy inverse 
for i, so we can find H: (X, X\A) x I + (X, X\A) such that 
Ht = 
t 
id, t=Oort=l, 
i 0 T, te[Q,gj. 
Define G: (Y, Y\B) --t (Y\B, Y\B) and K: (Y, Y\B) x I --+ (Y, Y\B) 
by the formulas 
G(x, t) = (Wx, $9, 
K(x, t, t’) = (H(x, tt’), t). 
Then K: id z j o G, so G is a right homotopy inverse for j and, by 
Lemma 5.5, j is a homotopy equivalence. 
LEMMA 5.7. If A is a compact set in the edge of X, then A x [*, %] 
lies in the edge of X x I. 
Proof. This is immediate from Lemma 5.6. 
As before, we shall continue to denote by yl the map piy: X -+ X x I 
such that p.(x) = (x, t), and also use the symbol pi to denote the 
bundle map (pls; car) of 5 -+ 5 x I for any bundle 6 = (p, B, X). 
If #: < x I + v is any bundle map, then we denote $J~ = Z/J 0 pr for 
t E I. 
THEOREM 5.8. Let (X, A) b e a metric pair with A a compact set 
lying in the edge of X. Let r],, and q1 be n-bundles over X, to an (m, n)- 
subbundle of T,, over (X, A) and .$I an’(m, n)-subbundle of q, over (X, A). 
Suppose lo = f1 . Then there is .!j an (m, n)-subbundle of q,, x I over 
(X, A) x I such that /J~*( t) = 5, and there is an isomorphism I,!I: Q g q, 
such that #(f,) = pl*(.$). 
Proof. Set /3,, = to IA and /3r = [r IA , and choose an isomorphism 
910 : to G E, . Let y,, be the (m, n)-subbundle of v,, x [0, %) defined by 
& x [Q, s) over (X x [0, g), A x [*, $)). Likewise, we let yr be the 
(m, n)-subbundle of q1 x ($, I] defined by & x (8, #] over 
(X x (4, 11, A x (*, %I). Then 
Yo Ixx(g.g = 40 x (5 9 3% 
Yllxx(g,~) = 5, x (i 9 $1 
so that ?. x 4,,t) : y. Ixxtt,+) = y1 LA~,~) . Set + = P)~ x idc,,,) . 
We can apply the pasting construction [5, Proposition 91 and obtain a 
Hilbert bundle tiq over X x 1 along with two isomorphisms 
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such that 
(& Ixx(g,())-l O (40 Ixx(*.J)) = F- 
s9 is then an (m, n)-bundle over (X x 1, A x [i, $1) and as A x [&, $1 
is a compact set lying in the edge of X x I (by 5.7) we can apply 5.2 
to find an n-bundle ij over X x I with G?$ _C +j. Now we have 
50 x P, %) c Yo and t1 x (i, 11 -CY,, whereas, [to x [O, $>I lxx(t,t) = 
50 x (k 3 = Yo Ixxw and El x (4, 111 Ixx(t,t) = El x <ii, % = 
yr jxxjt,+). Thus, there is 4 a Hilbert subbundle of ZV unique such 
that f Ixx(o,~) = #o(fo x LO, 8)) and f  lxx(+,l~ = h(E, x (9, 11). We 
then have [ C yt”, C 7, and $ is an (m, =)-bundle over (X, A) x I. 
Since y. lxxrod) = 7). x P, $) and Y~Ix~(~,~I = rll x (% 11, we have 
$0 lXX[O,B) : rlo x P, 9) = r, lxxCo,*) and A Ix~(~.~I : rll x (8, 11 = 
? Ixx(~.l~ . Consequently9 E”~*(#~): rlo G P~*($ and P~*(~J: rll = Al*. 
Applying the covering bundle homotopy theorem 3.5, we can find 
h: v. x I E +j with pa*(X) = ho*. We now set $ = X-l: +j E q. x I. 
Then po*(z,8) 0 Pi* = id. Let t = $(f) C y. x 1, and $ = 
!%*(a o Pl*(%h)* 7% en [ is an (m, n)-subbundle of ?lo x I over 
(X, A) x I and $: Q E q. such that #([,) = pl*(5), and ~~“(8) = to . 
COROLLARY 5.9. With PO’ and /?I’ the orthogonal complements of so 
and I% in 7. IA and Q IA , respectively (with the same hypothesis and 
notation as 5.8), we have PO s & , rlo g ql , and PO’ G /llL. 
Proof. Let 6 = [ lAXI and let YP be the orthogonal complement of 
8 in (rlo x 4 lAXI. Then (# L)(A) = P~*(Q 64 LAW = PLOP), 
and #: pi G q. . Thus, j?,l s pi*(G) z po*(S1) = pal, so ,Bo’ r &I; 
whereas, already q. r 7)1 and obviously PO G /I, . 
We have, thus, shown that the “missing piece” of an (m, n)-bundle 
is determined up to s over A, when A is a compact set lying in the 
edge of the metric space X, and that, likewise, the result of filling in 
the missing piece to form an n-bundle is determined up to e. 
It is easy to see that the hypothesis of A lying in the edge of X 
cannot be dropped from the hypothesis of Theorem 5.2. In particular, 
if q is any complex line bundle over S2, the 2-sphere, and if 
Y: D3\{O} 4 S2 is defined by r(x) = I/ x II-%, then r*(q) is a complex 
line bundle over D3\{O), and, hence, by Lemma 3.2 there is a (0, l)- 
bundle f over (D3, (0)) with .$ lDa,(o) = r*(v), so 5 ISa = 7. Since 17 can 
be chosen to be nontrivial and Da is contractible, it cannot be possible 
in general to find a one-bundle over 03 having 5 as a subbundle. If 
we denote by E,“(X, A) the (m, n)-subbundle of 6(X, CY) defined by 
E(A, P) over (X, A) and if 7’ is any n-bundle over X and [’ an 
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(m, n)-subbundle of 7’ over (X, A), then it is easy to see that 6’ and 
emn(X, A) are locally isomorphic. However, if 5 is the (0, I)-bundle 
over (03, (0)) constructed above with 7 a nontrivial complex line 
bundle over S2, then .$ and E~(D~, (0)) are not locally isomorphic at 0 
(recall that E(X, F) denotes the product bundle over X with fibre F). 
On the positive side, however, by using dimension theory to guarantee 
the extendability of maps into spheres, if we assume that X is a finite 
dimensional separable metric space, then we can show that for any 
(m, n)-bundle 5 over (X, A) there is some (m’, n/)-bundle l’ over 
(X, A) such that c @ f’ z $$$,(X, A) C E(X, P+n’), without any 
hypothesis on A. More generally, if f is any Hilbert bundle over the 
finite dimensional separable metric space X and if 5 has a finite upper 
bound for the dimensions of its fibres, then 5 is a direct summand of 
an elementary bundle of the same order (see Definition 3.3). Hence, 
for some positive integer Y we have f z E’ C E(X, CT). 
6. ISOTOPY CLASSIFICATION OF (m,n)-BUNDLES 
Throughout this section we take (X, A) to be a metric pair with A 
a compact set lying in the edge of X. If .$ is any Banach bundle, then 
we denote by [.$I the isomorphism class of [, [[I = {p: /3 s [}. For any 
space Y and nonnegative integer k, we denote by gk( Y) the set of 
isomorphism classes of k-bundles over Y. If .$ is an (m, n)-bundle over 
(X, A), then by Theorems 5.2 and 5.8, [f] determines three iso- 
morphism classes [/3] E gm(A), [/3L] E B’,-,,(A), [q] E .G@JX) unique 
such that there is y: /3 @ /3l s q iA with the (m, n)-subbundle of r] 
determined by r&3) belonging to [f. Unfortunately, there may 
be several isomorphism classes of (m, n)-bundles giving rise to the 
same iY1, [PI, and [T], which arise from the various choices of 
qpOp’z~;A. 
DEFINITION 7.1. For PI 6 ~‘,(A), PI E %-,(A), and hl E g&Q 
we denote by A?@, BJ-; q) the set of isomorphism classes [Q, where 5 
is an (m, n)-subbundle of 7 over (X, A) with E jA s /3, (E IA)1 z/P- 
(here and henceforth, (5 ],,,)I denotes the orthogonal complement of 
4 IA in 77 iA). By Theorem 5.2 and Corollary 5.9, L#(& /3’; 7) depends 
only on [PI, [PI y and [q], so we also write $#@I, [@I; [q]) = 
.%(p, /3’; q), and the set of isomorphism classes of (m, n)-bundles over 
(X, A) is the disjoint union of the family {g(b, bl; c): b E $?‘,(A), 
bL E g$n-n&(A), c E g’,(X)}. 
Thus, the problem of classifying (m, x)-bundles over (X, A) in 
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terms of classical vector bundle invariants will be complete if we can 
classify A?@, /IL; 7) in such terms. In order to do this we must find 
out how various choices of v: /3 @ ,+ g r) IA relate to the isomorphism 
class of the (m, n)-subbundle determined by q(p). 
DEFINITION 6.2. If 5, and ,$a are Banach bundles over Y, then by 
a Banach bundle isotopy from l1 to Tz we mean an isomorphism 8: 
e1 x Is fz x I. We say vO , v1 : 5x z t9 are isotopic if there is an 
isotopy 0: gr x 1 z [a x I with p,,*(8) = p7,, and ,ur*(e) = yl , in 
which case we write 8: us s vi . If 9): g1 z g2 , then we denote by [q] 
the isotopy class of y, since E is clearly an equivalence relation on the 
set, (9, ) cp: g1 z [J. Obviously if q. , y1 : I LX 5’, if l/lo , #i : 5’ g E”, 
if 8: v. r rpr, and if A: tie z #r , then X 0 8: #o o v. s #i 0 v1 , so we 
can write [#][y] = I# 0 ~1, unambiguously when v: 5 e t’ and 
I/: g’ g g,,. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Let 7 be an n-bundle over the metric space Y, let 
B be a closed subset of Y, and suppose PO and & are m-subbundles of 
7 jB , PO1 and &l their respective orthogonal complements in v le . Let to 
be the (m, n)-subbundle of 7 de$ned by /lo over (Y, B) and gl that dejined 
by /11 . Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) there is an (m, n)-subbundle 0 of 77 x I over (Y, B) x I with 
pa*(e) = go and m*(d) = 6 , 
(2) there is y: /lo G /11, c$: PO’- s plJ- such that v @q+: 7 IB s r] IB 
is isotopic to the identiy on 7 IB . 
Proof. In case (2) holds we can find #: (7) IB) x I G (7 IB) x I 
with po*($) = identity on q jB and pr*(#) = q @ ~1. Set fi = 
$(& x I). Then p is an m-subbundle of (T x I) lBxI with po*(& = Is, 
and pr*@) = ~r*(#)@~) = &loo) = /I,. Consequently, if 0 is the 
(m, n)-subbundle of q x I defined by 8, then PO*(e) = co, PI*(e) = 
g1 , and 8 is an (m, n)-bundle over (Y, B) x I. 
On the other hand, if (1) holds, then let fl = 6’ lBxI and 8’ = 
(0 I,,,)5 so B 0 8’ = (7 Id x 1. Since pa*(e) = go and p,*(e) = fly 
we must have po*@) = PO, A*(P) = A, po*(PL) = BoL, and 
Pl*(m = A”- w  e can, bythe covering bundle homotopy Theorem3.5, 
find #: /3, x I r p with po*(#) = identity on PO and 4’: 13,J- x I s 8’ 
with po*($‘) = identity on fl, I. Then 4 @ #‘: (7 le) x I GZ (7 IB) x I 
with po*(# @ $“) = id and pl*($ @ #‘) = pr*(#) @ pr*(#l). If we 
set v = ~~*(zj) and ~1 = I*, then v: rS, s fil , q~l: PO” g /$’ and 
q~ @ $- is isotopic to the identity on q je . This completes the proof. 
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We now fix an m-bundle j3 over A, an (n - m)-bundle /3’ over A, 
and an n-bundle r) over X. We define [/3, flJ-; 71 to be the set of isotopy 
classes of isomorphisms /3 0 /3’ g q IA (which may very well be 
empty). If y is a Banach bundle, we write Aut(y) = (y j y: y s r>, the 
group of automorphisms of y, and we set 8(y) = Aut(y)/s, thegroup 
of isotopy classes of automorphisms ofr. For [F] E x(/3) and [@I E S(/3”) 
we can unambiguously define [v] @ [@I = [v @ ~‘1, and we set 
f4P) 0 W8’) = UT1 0 WI: bl E *(B>, [@I 6 W”>h so 
is a subgroup of %(/3 0 ,&). Composition of bundle maps then gives 
a right action of Z’(@ @ 2(/V) on [j?, /3’; 71. Restriction of bundle 
maps defines a group homomorphism Aut(r)) + Aut(q IA) which 
respects g giving a group homomorphism Z(T) --+Z(q Ia), whose 
image in 2S?(q IA) we denote by Z(T) IA . Composition of bundle maps 
defines a left action of S(r] IA) on [/3, ,!I’; 71 and, hence, gives a left 
action of the subgroup Z(T) IA on [/3, ,@; 71. If we denote by 
[%‘(/3) @ %(/3’)]* the group 2’(/?) 0 s+Y$~~) with multiplication 
reversed, then we have a natural left action of 
DEFINITION 6.4. For [v] E [/3, ,@; 71 we denote by (y) the orbit of 
[F] under the action of S(q) I,., x [Z(/?) @ Z(/3”)] * , and as usual, 
[B, B’; 71/(%(r)) IA x [Z(B) 0 Z(Bl)]+.) denotes the set of these 
orbits. For any q.~: /3 @ pl s 71 IA we define b(pl) to be the (m, n)- 
subbundle of 7 defined by q@) over (X, A). 
If cp,, and or represent the same element of [/3, ,&-; q], then we can 
find +: (/3 BP”) x I g (v IA) x I withy,,*(#) = p),, and pi*(#) = q1 . 
As (p 0 FL) x 1 z (/3 X I) @ (pL X I) we can define b(4) to be the 
(m, n)-subbundle of q x I defined by $(fi x 1) C (v IA) x 1. Then 
b(#) is an (m, n)-bundle over (X, A) x I with ,u,,*(6(#)) = 6(~,,) and 
k%*@(4) = b(d9 so by Proposition 3.4,6(& s b(v,). More generally, 
suppose v. I v1 : B 0 8” = 7 IA with (vo) = (yi). Then we can find 
y$ @(71), [TIE mB)P b’l E =wP) with K4 1.4) o To a (p’ 0 @>I = 
1 , so 
WA = WI I.41 o ‘PO o (F 0 #I) 
= 44 IA) o vo) 
= YWPO,,)) = &o). 
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Thus, the isomorphism class [b(v)] depends only on the orbit (q}, for 
9J:BOP~~lJA. 
DEFINITION 6.5. For y: /3 @ /3’ E 7 IA we define b(cp) = [b(q)], 
the definition being unambiguous by our preceding remarks. We write 
b for the map v + b(q) so that 
THEOREM 6.6. The map b deJined in Definition 6.5 is a bijection. 
Proof. In view of Definition 6.1, the definition of Z8’(/3, B’; q), b is 
certainly surjective. It remains only to show that if ‘pO , y1 : p @ /3 G 7 IA 
with b(& s b(d, then Cd = (94. We have b(d C 71, cdP> = 
5 and bh) C r19 ~4’3 = WA IA 7 dP9 = 
b(& s b(yl), by Theorem 5.8 there is 5 an 
I over (X, A) x I with pO*([) = b(q+,) and 
4: rl z rl with #(b(v,)) = ~~“(5). But then b((# IA) 0 R) = W(d) = 
CL~*(~>~ and ((4 IA) 0 vl> = X& so, replacing vi by (4 iA) 0 y1 if 
necessary, we may assume that b(y,) = pi*([). By Proposition 6.3 
there is 6: y,,(fi) G yi(/3) and 61: ~&3’) g pi such that 6 @ S1: 
7 IA g 7 j A is isotopic to the identity. Then [(a @ 81) 0 q,,] = [~a], so, 
replacing y,, by (6 @ 61) 0 y,, if necessary, we may in fact assume that 
b(r& = b(yJ. But then, ~0~ o yi : /3 @ /3’- E /3 @ ,@ with 
and [a @ u’] = [u] @ [u’] E Z(p) @ S(p’), consequently (yO) = 
(‘pa 0 (u @ ~1)) = (vi), completing the proof. 
We now have, in view of Theorem 5.2, Corollary 5.9, and Theorem 
6.6, a reduction of the classification of (m, n)-bundle over (X, A) to a 
problem in the setting of classical complex vector bundle theory. Of 
course when [/3, ,8J-; ~1 is nonempty, we can take /3 @ /3’ = 7 j A , so 
that LB, B-9 71 = Sk IA) is a group with subgroups s&‘(~) IA and 
.%(/3) @ %(/3*). Then we have 
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where for any group G and subgroups Hand K we denote H\G/K = 
{HgK: g E G), the double coset decomposition of G. For any c E g’,(X), 
we denote by gm(c, A) the set of isomorphism classes of (m, n)- 
subbundles of 71 over (X, A) where [q] = c. By Theorem 5.2 and 
Corollary 5.9, u{J%,(c, A): c E g’,(X)) is a disjoint union containing 
all isomorphism classes of (m, n)-bundles over (X, A), and for each 
hl fz ~nV), %UTI~ 4 is a disjoint union of double coset decomposi- 
tions of the group %‘(y iA). If ~~~~~ = 6(X, P) is the trivial n-bundle 
over X, then we have the classical natural isomorphism Z(eAn) s 
[A, U(n)], where [A, U(n)] is the set of homotopy classes of continuous 
maps from A to U(n), and where U(n) = Aut(P), the group of n x n 
unitary matrices. In the next section we use this fact together with 
Theorem 6.6 to obtain a homotopy classification of .!%‘,,([E~“], A). 
7. HOMOTOPY CLASSIFICATION OF (m,n)-BUNDLES 
In this section we shall perform the homotopy computation of 
gm([eXn], A), the set of isomorphism classes of (m, n)-bundles over 
(X, A) which are trivial over X\A ,where (X, A) is a metric pair with 
A a compact set lying in the edge of X (see Theorem 5.2, Corollary 5.9, 
and Theorem 6.6). If X and Y are spaces we denote by [X, Y] the set 
of homotopy classes of continuous maps from X to Y; if f: X -+ Y is a 
continuous map, then [f] d enotes the homotopy class of f, and ‘v 
denotes the homotopy relation. If i: A C X is an inclusion map, then 
we denote by [X, Y] IA the image of [X, Y] in [A, Y] under the 
restriction map [X, Y] 2 [A, Y]. We define U(n) = Aut(C”), the 
unitary group of P. U(n) acts on G,(P) from the left by conjugation 
(U, P) -+ UPU* for U E U(n) and P a projection of rank m in PCs. 
Geometrically, if each projection of G,( C”) is identified with its range in 
Cn, then the action of U(n) becomes translation (U, V) -+ U(V) C Cn 
for V an m-plane in Cm, This action then induces an action of the 
group [X u(n>l on [X, G,(P)]. Of course the group operations of 
[X, U(n)] are simply induced by the group operations of U(n). For 
g: X -+ U(n) and f: X -+ Gm(P), we denote g + f the map such that 
g -f(x) = d4f(x)g(x)*- A s e ore, we continue to denote by yrnn b f 
the restriction of y cn to G,(P), where ycti is the universal bundle 
defined by Cn, as in Section 2. As 7,” C e(G,,(@“), C”), the trivial 
n-bundle over G,(P), for any continuous map f: X --f G,(@“) we 
can identify f *(y,m) C l (X, P) = cxw by taking 
{(x, v) E x x C”: f(x)v = zg 
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as the bundle space of f*(y,“). We write f-k X --+ G,-,(Cn) for 
the map 1 -f, so that (f -L)*(y&J = (f*(~~“))l, the orthogonal 
complement off *(ymfi) in cXn, and f*(rmn) @ (f ~)*(y~+J = l Xn. 
Now, as in Section 6, we fix a metric pair (X, A) with A a compact 
set lying in the edge of X, and we maintain the notation of Section 6. 
As [A, U(n)] acts on [A, Gm(Cn)] we have a left action of the subgroup 
[X, U(n)] IA on [A, %(@n)l. 
DEFINITION 7.1. As usual we denote by [A, Gm(Cn)]/[X, U(n)] jA 
the set of orbits under the action of [X, U(n)] IA on [A, Gm(@n)]. For 
VI E [A, %(W we denote by (f) the orbit of If] under this action, 
and we define c(f) to be the (m, n)-subbundle of l X12 defined by 
f *(Ym9 over W, A). 
THEOREM 7.2. The map f--f c(f) lifts to a bijection 
([A> &(Wl/[X W91 IA) -S -%nWl, 4 
Proof. If f,, , fi : A + G,(@“) are continuous maps with [fO] = 
[fJ, then there is h: A x I -+ G,(@“) continuous with h, = fO and 
h, =fr . We denote by c(h) the (m, n)-subbundle of $x1 = exn x I 
defined by h*(ymn) over (X, A) x I. Clearly, p.,*(c(h)) = c(h,) = c(fO) 
and pl*(c(h)) = c(h,) = c(f& so that c(fO) G c(f& by Proposition 3.4. 
Suppose that we now only know that (fJ = (f&. Then we can 
find g: X-+ U(n) a continuous map with [(g IA) *fO] = [fJ, so 
c(fd G c((g IA) -f,J. If we define vg : ~2 = eXIZ by v&, ~1 = (x, g(44, 
then dc(f0)) = c((g IA) *f& and c(fJ s v&(fO)) = c((g IA) . fo> = 
c(fJ. Thus, the map f --t c(f) does indeed lift to a map 
([A> G&91/[X W41 IA) -S %@x’% 4 
such that c((f)) = [c(f)], for [f] E [A, Gm(@“)]. 
If 6 is any (m, n)-subbundle of eXn. over (X, A), then there is a 
function fc : A -+ G,(@“) such that if x E A, then (x} x (fE(x)(Cn)) is 
the fibre of .$ over x. Since 6 JA is an m-bundle, the local triviality of 
4 IA guarantees the continuity of ft. But then fC*(ymn) = 5 IA , SO 
c(ff) = 5. Thus, the map c is surjective. 
Suppose that fO , fi : A + G,(V) are continuous maps such that 
4fo) = c(f1). 7% en by Theorem 5.8, there is [ an (m, n)-subbundle 
of urn x I over (X, A) x I such that p,,*(f) = c(fJ and there is 
$: exn c cXn with #(c(fJ) = pl*(5). As $: ~~12. s cxA, we can find 
g* : X+ U(n) such that for every (x, V) E X x C”, $(x, ZJ) = (x,g+(x)z~). 
The continuity of #, the local compactness of Cm, and the fact that 
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U(n) has the compact-open topology from its action on @” guarantee 
the continuity of g, by the rule of exponential correspondence. Then 
4(4fd) = c((g$ IA) -fib but <(gti IA) *fJ = <fi>, so replacing fi by 
(g* 1 A) *fi if necessary, we may assume that c(fi) = p,*(t). As 
EXn x I = &I we have that [ jAXI is an m-subbundle of c2XI so we 
find a continuous map h: A x I -+ G,(P) such that h*(y,“) = t IA 
(just as in the part of the proof where c is shown to be surjective). But 
then, h, = f0 and h, = fr so that [fO] = [fi] and the proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 7.3. Let X be a locally compact separable metric space 
and A a compact set lying in the edge of X. For each continuous map 
f: A ---t G,(Cn) we define Ct to be the (Y-algebra of continuous maps 
g: X -+ Z(cn) such thatg IA = f + (g IA) . f,pointwise. Let Jal,,,,)(X, A) 
be the set of isomorphism classes [C] of C*-algebras with continuous trace 
having spectrum homeomorphic to X with A the set of m-dimensional 
irreducible representations of C (modulo unitary equivalence) and X\A 
the set of n-dimensional irreducible representations (modulo unitary 
equivalence) of C under the homeomorphism. Then (f > ---)r [C;l is a well 
defined map of 
and 
(1) if f, g: A ---t G,(V) are continuous maps and 
h: (X, A) -+ (X, A) 
is a homeomorphism with (f o (h iA)) = (g), then C, E C, , 
(2) if C, s C, and the second integral Cech cohomology of X 
vanishes, then there is a homeomorphism h: (X, A) + (X, A) such that 
<fo (h IA)) = <gh 
(3) if [C] E @‘t(,,,(X, A), if every n-bundle over X is trivial, and 
if the third integral Cech cohomology of X vanishes, then there is a 
continuous map f: A -+ G,(V) with C g C, . 
Proof. The proof is a straight forward application of Theorem 7.2 
and [5, Theorems 9 and lo]. For the terminology and elementary 
theory of C*-algebras we refer to [4]. 
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